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Abstract
The term ‘resilience’ is increasingly being used in Earth system science and other disciplines which
study what could be called ‘social-technical-environmental systems’—systems composed of closely
interacting social (e.g. economic and political), technical (e.g. energy production infrastructure),
and environmental components (e.g. climate and the biosphere). However, the diversity of
resilience theories and a certain (intended) openness of proposed definitions can lead to
misunderstandings and may impede their application to complex systems modelling. We propose a
guideline that aims to ease communication as well as to support systematic development of
research questions and models in the context of resilience. It can be applied independently of the
modelling framework or underlying theory of choice. At the heart of this guideline is a checklist
consisting of four questions to be answered: (1) Resilience of what? (2) Resilience regarding what?
(3) Resilience against what? (4) Resilience how? We refer to the answers to these resilience
questions as the ‘system’, the ‘sustainant’, the ‘adverse influence’, and the ‘response options’. The
term ‘sustainant’ is a neologism describing the feature of the system (state, structure, function,
pathway, …) that should be maintained (or restored quickly enough) in order to call the system
resilient. The use of this proposed guideline in the field of Earth system resilience is demonstrated
for the application example of a potential climate tipping element: the Amazon rainforest. The
example illustrates the diversity of possible answers to the checklist’s questions as well as their
benefits in structuring the modelling process. The guideline supports the modeler in
communicating precisely what is actually meant by ‘resilience’ in a specific context. This
combination of freedom and precision could help to advance the resilience discourse by building a
bridge between those demanding unambiguous definitions and those stressing the benefits of
generality and flexibility of the resilience concept.

1. Introduction

The concept of ‘resilience’, broadly describing the
capacity of a system to absorb or recover from per-
turbations, has recently gained attention in Earth
system science (Rockström et al 2009, 2021, Folke
et al 2010, Steffen et al 2015, Gleeson et al 2020)
with a particular emphasis on Earth systems that

have the potential to display critical thresholds and
tipping points (Lenton et al 2008, Dakos et al 2015,
Wunderling et al 2020). This research implicitly or
explicitly emphasizes the conceptualization,measure-
ment andmodelling of Earth system resilience within
a ‘safe operating space for humanity’ defined by
planetary boundaries (Rockström et al 2009, Steffen
et al 2015). Acknowledging the central role of the
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technosphere in shaping future trajectories of the
World-Earth system in the Anthropocene (Donges
et al 2017), resilience is furthermore increasingly
being studied in diverse disciplines researching what
could be called ‘social-technical-environmental sys-
tems’ (Donges et al 2021), ‘social-ecological-technical
systems’ (Ahlborg et al 2019, Hamborg et al 2020) or
‘coupled human-technology-environment systems’
(Pahl-Wostl et al 2009)—systems composed of closely
interacting social (e.g. economic and political), tech-
nical (e.g. energy production infrastructure), and
environmental components (e.g. climate and the bio-
sphere).

In this interdisciplinary context, a vast number
of definitions, concepts and related terms has been
proposed. Some of them are well-established in sub-
fields, such as ecology (Holling 1973, Gunderson et al
2012) or engineering sciences (Woods and Hollna-
gel 2006, Woods 2015, Yu et al 2020), some have
explicitly been proposed for systems that encom-
pass these disciplinary boundaries. For instance, the
relation between terms such as ‘stability’, ‘adaptab-
ility’ and ‘transformability’ of social-ecological sys-
tems is intensely debated in the context of ‘resili-
ence thinking’ (Folke et al 2010, 2016, Cote and
Nightingale 2012, Walker and Salt 2012, Curtin and
Parker 2014, Donges and Barfuss 2017, Lade et al
2017).

Part of the theoretical discussion is whether a nar-
row or a broad definition of the term ‘resilience’ is
preferable. In ecology, a narrower scope appears to
be emphasized (Holling 1973, Brand and Jax 2007,
Hodgson et al 2015, Kéfi et al 2019), often seeing ‘sta-
bility’ as the more general and ‘resilience’ as the nar-
rower term (VanMeerbeek et al 2021). Other authors,
especially from the domain of social-ecological sys-
tems, explicitly advocate for a broader understand-
ing of the term (Anderies et al 2006, Folke et al 2010,
Walker and Salt 2012), valuing its role as a bound-
ary object or bridging concept between different aca-
demic and non-academic fields (Turner 2010, Baggio
et al 2015).

At the same time, different resilience theories may
be hard to apply, operationalize or quantify when it
comes to the analysis and modelling of specific real-
world complex systems, particularly beyond well-
quantified scientific fields such as physics or mater-
ials science. This has several reasons including the
mentioned openness of definitions, lacking formal-
ization, and missing estimation methods (Brand and
Jax 2007, Strunz 2012, Hodgson et al 2015). Also,
experience shows that research questions based on
abstract theoretical concepts often cannot easily be
answered with pre-existing models that were not spe-
cifically developed for this purpose. Often, central
aspects of resilience theory are simply not represen-
ted in the model. For instance, a model in which the
possibility of structural changes is not included does

not fit to a research question addressing the adapta-
tion or transformation capacity of a system.

These considerations imply at least two comple-
mentary challenges for the modeler. First, the large
variety of previously proposed definitions and theor-
etical frameworks in different fields makes it neces-
sary to communicate very precisely what is actu-
ally meant by ‘resilience’ in a particular study to
avoid confusion. Second, research questions and the
model(s) to answer them should be developed simul-
taneously in the same structured process in order to
ensure their compatibility.

In this paper, we argue that these two concerns—
precise communication and compatible modelling—
can be addressed together in the modelling pro-
cess. For this, we propose a guideline for an iterat-
ive approach to modelling systems6 for studying their
resilience. Our approach is based on a checklist that
helps narrowing down on the precise form of resili-
ence to be studied, the respective research question
to be answered, and how a model should be designed
in order to address that question. We exemplify our
approach at the hand of three illustrative example
applications.

In view of the ongoing theoretical debate, we
take a neutral position regarding the definition of
debated terms such as ‘resilience’, ‘adaptability’, ‘sta-
bility’, ‘transformability’, etc. Operating more on a
meta level, our guideline does not adhere to one the-
oretical framework but is designed to be compatible
with those frameworks currently discussed in the lit-
erature. The answers to our checklist can even inform
the selection/definition of a suitable one for a partic-
ular study.

The style of the questions of the checklist is
inspired by Carpenter et al (2001), who demand to
answer the question ‘Resilience of what to what?’.
However, our guideline extends and differentiates
this question considerably, while putting less concep-
tual restrictions on the possible answers. Checklists
related to ours have also been proposed for ‘politics
of urban resilience’ (Meerow and Newell 2019) and
for ‘stability’ in ecology (Grimm and Wissel 1997).
Our guideline differs from these in its clear focus on
the modelling process, its theoretical flexibility, and
its applicability to any system.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we
present a proposed methodology for resilience mod-
eling. Byway of results, we then exemplarily apply this
methodology to the Amazon rainforest in section 3,
which is complemented by two more application
examples in the appendix. The discussion in section 4
concludes the paper.

6 These systems could be of any kind, from purely physical to
social-technical-ecological. The resilience perspective is particu-
larly promising for the latter; However, the guideline should be
applicable to all domains of systems modelling.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the iterative resilience modelling process suggested when using the proposed guideline (a). Starting from
a basic (mental) model and a broad research interest, the checklist of four resilience questions (b) can help to refine both until
they are internally consistent and sufficiently concrete for simulation modelling.

2. Amethodology for resilience modeling
and research question refinement

In this section, we introduce and justify our proposed
framework for developing simulation models of large
social-technical-environmental system, such as com-
plex Earth systems, to be used to answer different
kinds of research questions relating to the system’s
resilience, such as quantifying it, assessing its evolu-
tion over time, determining factors that influence it,
or identifying ways to increase (or decrease) it. The
approach we put forward can be seen as an iterative
process, summarized in figure 1.

We start from the assumption that in any
particular research study, at least a basic, possibly only

mental, initial ‘model’ of the system exists, as well as
an initial, possibly only broadly defined, research
interest. They serve as a working basis for the further
process. While working through a checklist of guid-
ing questions, more precise characterizations for an
improved model and a more specific formulation of
the research question will arise. Whenever the answer
to one guiding question is modified, it may become
necessary to reconsider certain other guiding ques-
tions iteratively until the system model and research
question are consistent.

In the following, the different questions of the
checklist are presented and explained with the help
of examples. Each of these questions includes a set
of subquestions helping to be as precise as possible.

3
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Figure 2. Relations between central terms such as ‘sustainant’ and ‘adverse influence’ as used in our resilience modeling guideline.

In figure 2, some important terms used in the check-
list are presented graphically. The general idea is to
specify four different aspects of resilience in the con-
text of a specific system: Resilience of what, resilience
regarding what, resilience against what and resilience
how?

2.1. Resilience of what: what is the system?
What are the system boundaries and how sharp are
they? What are the system’s parts and their interac-
tions that appear relevant for answering the research
question? With what aspects of its environment does
the system interact, through which kind of inter-
faces? Is there agency7 in the system, meaning that
parts of the system may exhibit targeted, intentional
action?

Following the usual linguistic convention, the
question ‘Resilience of what?’ refers to the whole
system of interest, not a specific system state as in
Carpenter et al (2001). The latter is covered in the
next question of the checklist. Working out the men-
tioned aspects of the system is of course not a step
only taken in the resilience context but in systems
modelling in general (Bossel 2007, Voinov 2010). Par-
ticularly, the choice of boundaries is a typical chal-
lenge and often needs to be modified with a chan-
ging research interest (see the application examples in
section 3 and the appendix for typical choices). The
following questions are more focused on the mod-
elling of resilience itself and build on the results of
the first one, often making it necessary to reconsider
those in further iterations.

7 Agency is originally a concept from sociology (Barker 2002),
meaning the capacity of individuals to act independently and to
make their own free choices. It is increasingly used in the context of
resilience in social-ecological systems (Larsen et al 2011, Armitage
et al 2012, Westley et al 2013, Otto et al 2020).

2.2. Resilience regarding what: what is the
‘sustainant’?
Which feature or property of the system would have
to be sustained in order to call the system resilient?
Its state or structure, its pathway? Some long-term
equilibrium? Its function, purpose, or utility for some
stakeholder? Some quantitative or qualitative aspect
of the system?

This ‘sustainant’ is not an objective feature of a
system but is chosen by the modeller, which should
be clearly communicated. Especially what the ‘func-
tion’ or ‘purpose’ of a system is can be seen differently
fromdifferent perspectives (Cutter 2016,Meerow and
Newell 2019). For instance, for different observers,
the function of a forest could (among others) be to
produce wood, to enhance biodiversity, to provide a
habitat, to serve for recreation, or to be beautiful. The
model analyzing the resilience of the forest regard-
ing wood production would differ substantially from
a model with biodiversity as the sustainant.

Note that the neologism ‘sustainant’ is conceptu-
ally distinct from the broader concept of ‘sustainab-
ility’ (Anderies et al 2013). Instead, it is intended to
cover different ideas from the literature about which
system property the resilience of a system is related
to. For instance, Carpenter et al (2001) demand the
specification of a certain system state as an answer
to the question ‘Resilience of what?’ (while their ‘to
what’ refers to our ‘against what’). In contrast, Folke
et al (2010) define that a system is resilient if it essen-
tially retains ‘the same function, structure and feed-
backs’. The term ‘sustainant’ is not restricted to one
of these (or other) perspectives but leaves it to the
modeller to clearly specify which systemproperty is of
interest.

The sustainant does not necessarily have to be
a desirable property (although it is most often used
that way). This decision is up to the modeler. One
could for instance study the resilience of a farming
community regarding their too high level of manure

4
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application, or a ‘neutral’ sustainant, as in a purely
physical context.8

The choice of the sustainant can be subject to
power relations, inequality, and competing interests.
Many authors therefore demand to consider the ques-
tion ‘Resilience for whom?’9 to account for these
aspects (Cretney 2014, Cutter 2016, Meerow and
Newell 2019). This question is located on a meta level
above that of the checklist. It can help to both choose
the sustainant and to criticise this choice, for example
from an inequality perspective.

Part of the task of selecting the sustainant is to ask
whether there are any kinds of threshold values for cer-
tain indicators that shall either not be exceeded ever
or may only be exceeded temporarily. For example,
when modelling the development of the oxygen con-
centration in an aquarium and choosing this system
property as the sustainant, its restoration after a drop
may be irrelevant if it was zero in between so that all
fish have died. One could argue that in this example, a
better sustainant would be the fish being alive. How-
ever, this is a question of model boundaries. If the
fish is not explicitly modelled but is only described
as a consumption factor in the water-oxygen system,
the potential interest of the modeler in the fish stay-
ing alive leads to the definition of an acceptable range
for the oxygen level (possibly even different ranges for
different species). If the modeler does not care about
fish survival but the general capacity of the system
to restore oxygen level, the sustainant can be defined
without any threshold values.

Such thresholds depend, as the choice of the sus-
tainant itself, on the perspective and interests of the
observer who has to define an acceptable range for the
sustainant. Correspondingly, an acceptable recovery
time should be defined.

For instance, a fish stock may recover 50 years
after a collapse; however, this is not relevant for
someone aiming to evaluate the risks of investments
into the fishery industry that is dependent on this
resource on much shorter time scales. Again, the
boundary choice (here only to model the fish popu-
lation and describe the fishery as an external factor)
leads to the population size being the chosen sustain-
ant, specified by an acceptable recovery time motiv-
ated by the concern for the fishery industry.

As another example, consider a social network.
A possible sustainant could be that every individual
has at least one connection to another individual.

8 This is also one difference to the notion of ‘desired configuration’
used inWalker et al (2002), which implies a normative understand-
ing of resilience. A second difference is again the higher flexibility
of the term ‘sustainant’, which can for instance also be chosen to be
a specific function (or malfunction), which goes beyond themean-
ing of the term ‘configuration’.
9 This question makes of course only sense in a setting where the
sustainant is considered to be something positive. However, the
issue of normativity will also play a role in the other case, onemight
then simply ask ‘Resilience against whom?’.

This sustainant would be a property of the system’s
structure. An appropriate recovery time could for
instance consider how long an individual can endure
social isolation without developing mental illness.
Of course, this could also differ from individual to
individual.

2.3. Resilience against what: what is the adverse
influence?
What is the concrete influence affecting the sustain-
ant that shall be considered for this specific resilience
analysis? Is it an abrupt but temporary disturbance
(pulse), a shock, a constant pressure, noisy fluctu-
ations, a perturbation, an abrupt but permanent shift
in some feature, or a slow change? Does it originate
in the system or in its environment? Does it affect
the structure, a parameter, or the state of parts of the
system?

In some cases, the influence that is supposed to
be studied does not have a direct effect on mod-
elled aspects of the system, but through an interme-
diate linked to the boundary interface of the system,
making it important to be precise about the actually
modelled influence. Note that the term ‘adverse’ in
‘adverse influence’ is not necessarily meant as some-
thing undesirable. It only reflects that this influence
affects the system in a way that weakens the sustain-
ant. If the observer views the sustainant as undesir-
able, the adverse influence on it can be seen a posit-
ive process (Donges and Barfuss 2017, Dornelles et al
2020).

Remark to the 2nd and 3rd question of the check-
list (sustainant and adverse influence): Of course,
a sustainant could be composed of several aspects
and resilience could be required against different
(internal or external) influences at the same time.
Often, such a ‘multi-resilience’ is of higher interest
than a ‘single-aspect-resilience’ regarding only one
parameter. However, the required analysis is more
complex, not only because more aspects have to be
modelled and studied but also because possible inter-
dependencies between different sustainants and/or
influences must be considered and the design of a
suitable aggregate quantitative indicatormay bemore
difficult and risks to appear arbitrary10.

For instance, one may be interested in the resi-
lience of the climate system against a rise of CO2

concentration in the atmosphere (=single-influence)

10 Folke et al distinguish between specified resilience (‘resilience of
some particular part of a system, related to a particular control vari-
able, to one or more identified kinds of shocks’) and general resi-
lience (‘resilience of any and all parts of a system to all kinds of
shocks, including novel ones’) and argue to concentrate on the lat-
ter one in order to cope with uncertainty and trade-offs (Folke et al
2010). However, in a modelling context, specificity is crucial. It is
inherent to the modelling process that decisions on what to rep-
resent in the model and what not have to be taken. Therefore, our
guideline asks to specify which sustainants and influences are con-
sidered. By choosing a multi-sustainant and a multi-influence, the
risk of overlooked trade-offs can at least be reduced.

5
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regarding the global mean temperature (=single-
sustainant) or regarding the ensemble of temperat-
ure, precipitation, and wind maxima over the course
of the year in each region (=multi-sustainant).

Another example of interest may be the resili-
ence of a society against increasing abundance ofmis-
information and the shock of a pandemic (multi-
influence) regarding trust in the government (single
sustainant) (Bak-Coleman et al 2021).

2.4. Resilience how: what are the response options?
At which levels can or does a system react to adverse
influences?Which types of reactions can be observed?
What is the range of possible reactions? Which reac-
tions are endogenous as a consequence of the sys-
tem’s structure and rules? Which response options
require external management or internal manage-
ment/agency?

One type of reaction could be the inherent stabil-
ity behaviour of a system, bringing it back to a state
compatible with the sustainant, for instance in a fish
population with logistic growth. Another response
could be a change of structure or rules, for instance
the creation of new links in a communication net-
work or the switch to another set of rules in a trans-
port system. Rather abstract sustainants also allow
for more profound response options. For instance,
it is argued that the decarbonization of the global
economy would transform it so much that it would
look completely different—while ensuring the resi-
lience of the economic system regarding its ability
to provide for humanity. This goes beyond simple
‘bounce-back’ resilience and more in the direction of
‘bounce-forward’, or transformability as envisioned
in resilience thinking (Folke et al 2010). However,
such a response option is also much more of a chal-
lenge to model.

2.5. Refining the research question on resilience
With the help of the checklist and the notion of ‘sus-
tainant’, the research question on system resilience
can be specified more precisely. Some possible types
of such research questions are:

• Is the system ‘in general’ resilient regarding the sus-
tainant?Thismight be a rather qualitative question:
Is the sustainant easily affected and does it recover
in an acceptable time range?

• How much adverse influence can the system bear
without a change of the sustainant or with a recov-
ery on a relevant time scale? This corresponds to a
quantifiedmeasure of the specific formof resilience
analysed, e.g. using metrics such as ‘basin stability’
or ‘survivability’ or variants thereof (Menck et al
2013, Mitra et al 2015, Hellmann et al 2016, Kan
et al 2016).

• How can the system be designed to be more resilient
through its structure and internal dynamical rules?
Often, this is a question for general rules about

how to build or fix certain kinds of systems so that
they show the desired resilience (Biggs et al 2015).
To answer this question, the system model(s) must
have a certain level of genericity that allows for
the comparison of different structural or dynam-
ical changes.

• What are resilience-promoting management
strategies? In this case, the model should reflect the
possibility to change structure, states, parameters
and rules/cause-effect relationships easily.

2.6. Choosing appropriate modelling techniques
Answering the above guiding questions does not pro-
duce a complete model but a collection of require-
ments that should bemet by amore technical descrip-
tion. For this, our guideline does not specify a single
approach. In general, any mathematical or simula-
tion technique fromdifferential equations over agent-
based modelling to game-theoretical modelling may
be used. Of course, the description resulting from
answering the guiding questions will influence this
choice. For instance, if an important feature of a sys-
tem is the social structure connecting people, choos-
ing a network model appears natural.

3. Application example: Amazon
rainforest

To showhow the proposed guideline can be applied in
modelling and communication of Earth system resili-
ence, let us consider the Amazon rainforest: its hyper-
diverse ecosystemand the human societies interacting
with it.

We start with the broad research interest of
whether climate impacts may cause a large-scale die-
back of the forest via possible tipping dynamics
(Lenton et al 2008, Lovejoy andNobre 2018). To high-
light the flexibility of the guideline, we formulate sev-
eral related research questions and discuss respect-
ive modeling options. Each version is meant to be a
potential result of one or more iterations of the above
process.

3.1. First version: aggregate tree-cover reacting to
overall aridity
From the broad research interest, one may derive
the straightforward binary sustainant that Amazonia
remains a predominantly forested area. A possible
quantitative indicator of this sustainant may be that
the overall share of area that is covered by forest, 0 ≤
C≤ 1, is above 1/2. A related systemmodel could have
as its sole variable the rainforest cover, influenced
by climate conditions. If water availability is seen as
the limiting factor for vegetation growth which is
most affected by climate, the relevant adverse influ-
ence is a potentially increasing aridity A, which could
hence serve as the sole parameter of the model. A
rather simplistic example of such a model was given
in Menck et al (2013) as:

6
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dC/dt=−δC + 1C>C0(A) γC(1−C), (1)

where δ is a decay rate due to respiration and degrad-
ation and γ and C are the parameters of a logistic
growth happening when C exceeds some minimal
value C0(A) that depends on A in a strictly mono-
tonic fashion. This model has a stable fixed point of
C∗ = 1− δ/γ (largely forest) as long as C0(A)< C∗,
and another stable fixed point of C= 0 (pure savan-
nah) as long as C0(A)> 0. If it is in the forest equi-
librium, it is unaffected by changes in A that keep
C0(A)< C∗, since its responses to those changes are
not detailed in themodel. OnceC0(A) exceedsC∗, the
model goes to the savannah equilibrium.

Here, the onlymodelled response option of the sys-
tem to the slow parameter change of A is its inherent
relaxation to equilibrium. Therefore, such a model
may be used to answer research questions such as:
If there were no other influences than an increase
in aridity, would the Amazon rainforest be resilient
enough to survive predicted levels of global warming?
Howmuch can aridity increase without a die-back?11

3.2. Second version: adding abrupt reductions of
forest cover
In the above type ofmodel, the only human impact on
the system is increasing aridity. To get a more realistic
picture of the risk humans put on the sustainant, one
may consider other, often abrupt mechanisms on the
system, such as droughts (Potter et al 2011), deforest-
ation (Staal et al 2020), fire (Faria et al 2017), storms
(Negrón-Juárez et al 2018) or soil poisoning by min-
ing activities (Asner and Tupayachi 2016). Form-
ally, a multi-influence could be defined, composed of
increasing aridity and sudden forest loss. This would
help formulating various research questions, e.g. about
the interplay between the two different influences:
How does an increase in aridity shrink the basin of
attraction of the forest state so that sudden forest
losses get more likely to push the system to the savan-
nah state (e.g. Menck et al 2013)? Howmuch do these
shocks have to be reduced by external management
for any given level of climate change to avoid a col-
lapse of the sustainant?

3.3. Third version: Adaptation of species
composition
Only considering the aggregate tree cover ignores
crucial ecological adaptations of species composi-
tion (Jones et al 2014) and forest structure (Rödig
et al 2018). Related research questions are: How much
do these additional response options help sustaining
or recovering the forest cover for any given level of

11 As the described model is extremely stylized and its quality
mostly dependent on the quality of the function C0(A), it should
not be interpreted as a recommendation for answering the research
questions but as an easily understandable example for the kind of
models more suitable for this purpose.

the identified adverse influences (Sakschewski et al
2016)? At what rapidity of climate change will such
adaptation get too slow to prevent collapse? Studying
these requires significant changes in themodel, track-
ing stocks of different phyla, genera, species, etc e.g.
via coupled differential population equations ormore
sophisticated dynamic vegetation models (Shugart
et al 1984, Köhler et al 2003, Botkin et al 2007, Fischer
et al 2016).

3.4. Further directions
As the Amazon rainforest interacts with both the cli-
mate system (Shukla et al 1990, Cowling et al 2008)
and with socio-economic systems (Müller-Hansen
et al 2019) via various, sometimes rather regional
feedback mechanisms, examples of further research
questions may be: How does the resilience of the
whole Amazon rainforest, its regional parts, and these
coupled systems interact? How should rules ensuring
a sufficiently low level of deforestation despite eco-
nomic shocks be designed?

Addressing these research questions may require
seeing the relevant system as including the moisture-
recycling atmosphere (Zemp et al 2017) and/or cer-
tain land use systems, adding economic shocks as
another adverse influence, regionally disaggregating
both adverse influences and response options, and
adding the corresponding spatial resolution to the
model.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The example above helps to understand how our
guideline supports different potential perspectives
that could be taken on formulating the focus of a
study on the resilience of the Amazon rainforest. As
it shows, the presented checklist is not a strict recipe
but rather a guideline that can be used to structure
the modelling process, ensuring that all important
aspects are taken into account. Still more import-
antly, it helps to communicate clearly about the spe-
cific research question of interest and the meaning of
the term ‘resilience’ in the context of a specific sys-
tem. All these aspects help the modeler to meet their
responsibility for research quality, transparency, and
replicability.

Since one could question the need for more terms
in an already convoluted theory space, we would like
to discuss in the following how the terms used in our
guideline actually help navigate that theory space.

Let us first note that the term ‘sustainant’ allows
to communicate about the system property of interest
without predefining its nature (e.g. function, state,
structure, … ). This enables the modeler to analyze
resilience ‘anchored in the situation in question’ as
it has been demanded by Grimm and Wissel (1997)
for the term ‘stability’. Following the checklist, one
can avoid getting lost in discussions about relation-
ships between terms like ‘persistence’, ‘adaptability’,
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‘resistance’, etc in the modelling process. Still, it is
possible to reconnect a model developed following
our checklist to different theoretical terms. Depend-
ing on the choice of sustainant, adverse influence, and
response options, one can examine different defini-
tions of resilience.

For instance, according to Hodgson et al (2015),
resilience is the resistance and/or recovery of a sys-
tem’s state, where resistance is the ‘instantaneous
impact of exogenous disturbance on system state’
and recovery ‘captures the endogenous processes that
pull the disturbed system back towards an equilib-
rium’ (Hodgson et al 2015). This interpretation can
be the result of a specific set of answers to our check-
list’s questions: the sustainant is the system’s state, the
adverse influence is some exogenous disturbance aim-
ing at changing this state and the response options
are both the capacity of the system to stay unchanged
in state (or only change slightly) despite this disturb-
ance (=resistance) and the capacity to develop back
to the original state after the state has been perturbed
(=recovery).

As a second example, consider the forms of resili-
ence used in ‘resilience thinking’: persistence, adapt-
ability and transformability (Folke et al 2010). A
model with a specific system state as the sustainant
can be used to study persistence, while adaptability
requires themodel to include the possibility to change
the system’s structure or rules. If one would like to
examine the transformability of a system, it is obvious
that the chosen sustainant would have to be a more
abstract property, such as system function, since a sys-
tem undergoing a general transformation of structure
and feedbacks (e.g. according to (Folke et al 2010) a
change of its stability landscape) can by definition not
be resilient regarding for instance its pathway.

These examples from resilience theory show how
different answers to our checklist can be used to
cover different abstraction levels of resilience, reach-
ing from a simple ‘bounce-back’ conception to the
broader perspective of transformation. By this, our
approach could help to build a bridge between two
different views on the concept of resilience: as already
mentioned in the introduction, some authors stress
the importance of a clearly specified concept in order
to facilitate formalization and measurement while
others value resilience as a transdisciplinary bridging
concept. Our guideline connects elements from both
views. A modeler can examine the system for its
adaptability or resistance by choosing appropriate
answers to the checklist’s questions. However, in con-
trast to merely naming these terms, a conscientious
application of the guideline will clarify and define
their meaning in a specific context. Therefore, the
proposed approach may help to contribute to the
development of a unified theoretical framework on
resilience of complex systems.

The current version of our framework, as presen-
ted in this article, is still limited in several ways, which

opens up respective avenues for future extensions
and research. For example, we do not define any
type of quantitative ‘resilience metrics’ or study their
consistency. However, our questions may help defin-
ing such metrics, which might take different math-
ematical forms to deal with these various dimensions,
e.g. in a way similar to basin volume-based metrics
proposed by Menck et al (2013), Mitra et al (2015),
Hellmann et al (2016), Kan et al (2016)or the quanti-
fiers following Hodgson et al (2015). One example of
this is the work of Bien et al (2021) in the context of
power grids. A more sophisticated type of novel resi-
lience metric might be a real-valued function f that
maps a combination of four indicators—one for the
current state x of the system, one for the acceptable
threshold θ of the sustainant, one for the strength σ of
potential adverse influences, and one for the allowable
recovery time T—to the probability p= f(x,θ,σ,T)
that the system will return to acceptable levels of the
sustainant within the allowable time after suffering in
the specified state an adverse influence of the given
strength. This approach and other quantifiers would
make an important contribution to the study of resi-
lience in complex systems.

Another limitation is that our avoidance to choose
a specific theoretical resilience framework could be
understood as a capitulation to the exhausting but
important process of concept formation. Still, the
application of a similar pragmatic approach such as
ours to a series of concrete systems could eventu-
ally reveal general insights that might feed back into
the more theoretical discussions about the concept of
resilience. For instance, conceptualizations along the
dimensions of system, sustainant, adverse influence,
and response options may be used in some kind of
‘resilience study intercomparison project’ in the spirit
of the inter-sectoral impact model intercomparison
project (ISI–MIP) (Warszawski et al 2014) or sim-
ilar activities. Such an endeavor would be particularly
helpful for choosing from the large group of existing
Earth systemmodels those that help best assessing the
resilience of the Earth system regarding the sustain-
ant of a ‘safe operating space’—defined by planetary
boundaries—against the adverse influence given by
human pressures such as greenhouse gas emissions
and degradation of biosphere integrity.
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Appendix A. Additional example: a fishery

As an additional application of much smaller extent
than the Amazon rainforest, let us study the paradig-
matic and well-studied example from environmental
economics of a fishery (Perman et al 2003). The most
elementary description of this system is a fish stock
that is harvested by a fisher community ( = basic
mental model). Traditionally, one would like to ana-
lyze the ability of this system tomaintain its harvested
yield (= broad research interest).

A.1. First version: constant harvesting effort
What is the system? A very simple way to model
a fishery system is by a single differential equation
describing the change of fish population size via
logistic growth and harvesting. In this case, the sys-
tem description only has one variable, the fish stock.
There are two interfaces to the system’s environ-
ment. First, the fish population, x, is influenced by
ecosystem factors such as food supply, competition
with other species and climatic conditions. All these
aspects are aggregated in the two parameters, the
intrinsic growth rate r and the carrying capacity K.
The second interface is the harvest of fish by human
fishers, modeled as a subtractive harvesting term, e.g.
a concave term controlled by an effort parameter h
and elasticity α< 1:

dx

dt
= rx

(
1− x

K

)
− hxα. (A1)

In this scope, the model does not reflect any
agency—the harvest effort is a given for this choice
of boundaries.

What is the sustainant? So far one can imagine
different sustainants. An environmental organization
could consider the system resilient if x> xmin for
some threshold xmin. In environmental economics,
more importance is given to yield, y= hxα, which

is what we choose here as well. One could define a
minimal yield ymin and amaximal time tmax that ymay
stay below ymin because fishers have limited financial
reserves.

What is the adverse influence? The sustainant can
be challenged by an abrupt reduction of x due to, e.g.
a fish pest or an invasion by an external fishing fleet.
Since a reduced x means less yield, this affects the
sustainant.

What are the response options? The only response
‘option’ of the system is the built-in basic dynamic
stability that lets the stock converge to its unique
stable equilibrium value x∗ fromwhatever initial con-
dition x(0). Depending on parameters and perturba-
tion size, xmay recover fast enough to ensure that the
drop in y does not last too long.

Research question: First of all, one can askwhether,
given some value of h, equilibrium yield y∗ = h(x∗)α

is above ymin. If so, the model can be used to find out
by howmuch xmay be reducedwithout exceeding the
acceptable recovery time for y. With knowledge of the
probability distribution of such reduction events, one
may also calculate the risk and expected first occur-
rence time of a fishery breakdown depending on the
value of h.

A.2. Second version: adaptation of harvesting effort
In a more realistic model version, one could argue
that fishers could adapt their effort h to a changing y.
This extension of the response optionsmakes it neces-
sary to modify the model. Instead of treating h as
an exogenous parameter, we need a new compon-
ent representing the harvest decisions of the fishing
community. This could be done by specifying h (or
the change dh/dt) as a function f of current and
past yield, y(≤ t). The modified model now includes
agency since it models the fishers’ reaction to chan-
ging yield. A research question could be: What is the
optimal effort function f that minimizes the risk of
collapse?

A.3. Third version: public good problem
The 2ndmodel would certainly lead to the insight that
under certain conditions, h has to be reduced tempor-
arily or permanently to ensure a long term sustainable
y. However, a fishing community is typically not a
single entity but a heterogeneous group of fishers with
individual interests. The model could thus reflect the
resulting public good problem by including several
agents i. This extension results in changes on all levels
of the checklist. In contrast to the first and second
model, we now need to model agents’ decisions on
individual efforts hi. This could be done by assuming
the same strategy for all fishers, e.g. individual short-
term profit maximization. However, a large diversity
of other approaches is possible, usually introducing
more heterogeneity. Since our original sustainant,
overall yield, is indifferent to yield inequality between
fishers, an alternative sustainant could be that for a
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specific percentage of fishers, individual yield yi does
not collapse below some yi,min for longer than some
time∆ti,max. Or some welfare functionW(y1, . . . ,yN)
from welfare economics may be used to define a
quantitative sustainant. The adverse influence would
be the same as before but there would be several lay-
ers of response options: The stock’s inherent conver-
gence to equilibrium, the effort change of the agents
due to their existing strategies, the change of these
individual strategies, e.g. due to social or individual
learning, and the collective setting of rules by the
community. One may then have a suitable model
to answer—amongst others—the following research
question: What rules should the community imple-
ment to maintain the sustainant?

A 4th version might be necessary if fishers gen-
erate profit yip− g(hi) (the new sustainant, with yip
being the sales and g(hi) the costs given by some func-
tion g(.)) by selling their yield to a market (an addi-
tional model component) whose price p may drop
(adverse influence), to which theymay react by jointly
reducing their efforts hi to maintain a higher p or
by redistributing income through taxation (response
options).

Appendix B. Additional example: an
electricity transmission system

Power grids have often been studied regarding vari-
ous forms of stability, robustness, and performance
(e.g. Menck et al 2014, Hellmann et al 2016, Plietzsch
et al 2016, Nitzbon et al 2017, Wienand et al 2019),
many of which can naturally be seen as specific forms
of resilience (e.g. Anderies et al 2013). Therefore, this
kind of system is a good example to illustrate the
proposed framework, even though it is only interact-
ing with the environment but has no major envir-
onmental component itself. A basic starting model
description for a power grid could be that electricity
producers and consumers are connected by power
transmission lines. The broad research question is
to analyze if the grid is easily disturbed by changing
conditions.

B.1. First version: static consumption patterns
What is the system? The historically earliest and also
most simple model of a power grid is a graph with
edges representing high-voltage transmission lines
and nodes representing transformers to lower voltage
levels, aggregating consuming and producing subsys-
tems not further defined. The interface to the envir-
onment of the system is the production/consumption
of every node. Each transmission line has a certain
capacity. It is assumed that production and consump-
tion are always balanced. This reflects the fact that
the model does not include mechanisms to match
electricity offer and demand, such as a market. The
model is non-dynamic, the electricity transport is
calculated with static power flow equations basically

representing Kirchhoff ’s laws. This can be used as
a base model to address the next questions of our
framework.

What is the sustainant? From the perspective of a
society maintaining a power grid, the function and
sustainant of such a system can be seen as enabling
all power transmission desired by producers and con-
sumers. This is a binary sustainant: Either everyone’s
transmission demand is met or not.

What is the adverse influence? In this model, the
sustainant can be challenged by a new (but still bal-
anced) production and consumption pattern that
may lead to line overload. Since our base model treats
production/consumption as part of the environment
rather than as part of the system, this influence is
seen as an external influence on the system at this
point, affecting the system by the input or consump-
tion status of nodes.

What are the response options? Since the model
does not include any agency, the only response option
is that the power flow adjusts automatically to shift
load from overloaded lines to others as a consequence
of Kirchhoff ’s laws.

The model is suitable for answering the very
specific research question: ‘Can the grid transmit
all desired production/consumption or not?’ for
a specific state, as well as deriving from that:
‘Which production/consumption patterns’ transmis-
sion demands can be served?’ or ‘How must the grid
be designed to serve the transmission demands of a
specific production/consumption pattern?’.

B.2. Second version: adding rules for reducing
production or consumption
Answering the questions mentioned above will not
be very satisfying since production/consumption of
nodes usually changes often over time and there
may occur situations in which it can be necessary to
reduce production/consumption of some nodes for
some time to avoid line overload. Therefore, another
research question could be: ‘If a reduction is necessary,
which reduction pattern should be applied?’ For this
question, the sustainant must be refined.

The new sustainant could be the fulfillment of
each consumer node’s demand. In order to call the
overall system resilient, for each node, the delivered
power needs to be within an acceptable range after the
reduction.

To study the resilience of the power grid regard-
ing this new sustainant, the current system model is
insufficient. It has to be extended with the critical
demandof each consumer node. The adverse influence
is then a continually changing production/consump-
tion pattern on the nodes.

Additionally, the system model is equipped with
a first response option to these pattern changes: an
algorithm that specifies which nodes’ production or
consumption gets reduced how and under which
conditions.
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The new research interest can then be addressed
by varying the reduction algorithm.

B.3. Third version: regarding multi-influences
In reality, of course, rules exist that deal with adverse
influences which exceed the reaction capacity of the
reduction algorithm or influence the sustainant in
anotherway than only a changed infeed/consumption
pattern. It may therefore be helpful to define an
extended influence, a multi-influence that consists
of the well-known pattern changes as well as line
tripping and generator failures. As a consequence,
the system model has to be extended with the
information whether a node or edge is active or
not. A new interface to the environment is their
activation/deactivation (Plietzsch et al 2016).

The new research question could then be: Is the
system’s reaction resilient (regarding the sustainant
defined in the last version) in cases where the chosen
reduction algorithm fails? To study this reaction, it
is necessary to model the decisions taken in system
operation (by engineers and software) in certain con-
tingencies (response options).

B.4. Fourth version: adding management options
If the research interest is not to determine whether
the reaction of a specific system is resilient but rather
which kind of management decisions make it resi-
lient (exploration instead of prediction/evaluation),
the model has to be extended by a set of additional
response options that can be chosen in certain con-
tingencies. For example, the network operator could
build additional lines, the government could intro-
ducing network fees, taxes or subsidies to incentiv-
ize changes in production or consumption, and elec-
tricity companies could change their pricing schemes
and production locations.

This system model would not be purely determ-
inistic or stochastic since the agents’ decisions are not
modelled, only their decision options. Therefore, the
model would have game-theoretical traits.

B.5. Fifth version: frequency stability
In more recent considerations on the resilience
of power grids, frequency stability has become
an important aspect due to an increasing produ-
cer volatility caused by larger shares of renewable

energy sources. Therefore, a suitable extension of the
sustainant is the following: At every node, the fre-
quency must not leave an acceptable range for longer
than some (very short) acceptable time spam so that
devices do not get damaged (Hellmann et al 2016).
Adding this aspect to the already considered sus-
tainant, we obtain a ‘multi-sustainant’. To answer
any research question regarding this new sustain-
ant, the electricity transport on the network has to
be modelled representing dynamics of frequencies
and phases on short time scales. Technically, this
could be done by replacing power flow equations
by so-called ‘swing equations,’ the power flow would
then be a result of these new equations. The adverse
influence would then be extended by the change of
frequency at a specific node due to fluctuations in
consumption and renewable energy production, and
response options would include the programming of
fast-reacting power electronics devices that switch
lines and redirect flows.

B.6. Outlook on further modelling approaches
The presented ways of how to answer the checklist
when studying the resilience of a power grid are by
far not complete. In order to get an idea of the vast
number of other possibilities, consider these further
aspects:

• The net operator could define the purpose of the
network (and, in their perspective, the sustainant)
as generating profit. A correspondingmodel would
have to include a power market which could pro-
duce internal fluctuations as an adverse influence
inside of the systemboundaries (Heitzig et al 2017).

• From the perspective of the government of a coun-
try having a power grid, an interesting question
could be: What policy-instruments give resilience-
promoting incentives to grid-operators? Such a
question builds upon the answers of many of the
other research questions (in order to know which
management decisions of a grid operator would
be resilience-promoting) but adds a model layer
reflecting the mechanisms leading from policy-
instruments to such decisions.

All three application examples dicussed in the art-
icle are summarised in table B1.
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Table B1. Possible answers to the guiding questions from our checklist for the three application examples. A ‘+’ symbol implies
‘additional to the items directly above’.

Application Version System Sustainant Adverse influence Response options

Amazon
rainforest

1 tree-covered area C C> 1/2 slowly rising
aridity

convergence to
stable equil. C

2 + abrupt
reduction in C

3 + species
composition

+ adaptation in
species mix

4 + regional
deforestation

+ econ. drivers of
deforestation

+ regulation against
deforestation

Fishery 1 fish stock, total
harvest

total yield population decline convergence to
stable equil. stock

2 + total fishing
effort

total yield + lowering of effort

3 + individual
fishers

fishers’ minimal
yield

+ fishers’ strategic
interaction

4 + external market income-based
welfare metric

+ price drop + output reduction,
taxation

Electricity
transmission
system

1 network of
transmission lines

every node’s
transmission
demand is met

shifting
consumption /
production
patterns

shifts in power flow
due to Kirchhoff ’s
laws

2 + production /
consumption
adjustment
mechanisms

minimal level of
consumption

automatic
production /
consumption
reduction

3 + possibility that
lines or generators
are down

+ line tripping,
generator failure

+ certain measures
taken by system
operators

4 + system operators + pricing,
regulation, building
new lines

5 + frequency stays
within acceptable
range

+ fast fluctuations
in renewable
energy production

+ power electronics
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